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Safe-T Software Defined Access
Consumer Cloud Storage Security Jacket
The Need
Consumer cloud storage solutions such as DropBox, Box.com,
Google Drive, etc, are growing rapidly. The simplicity of cloud
solutions and the vast amounts of storage they offer for free make
them a perfect solution for both consumer and business usage.
This has transitioned into a situation where more business users
are switching from complicated, storage limited file sync and
share solutions, such as email, FTP, and shared folders to using
free cloud storage accounts. It has been revolutionary in making
it easier to collaborate with co-workers, business partners, and
even customers.

Benefits
Empower organizations to offer
new cloud services to based on
cloud storage solutions
Increase employee satisfaction by
enabling the use of cloud storage
solutions

While this switch simplifies the business user’s work, it creates a
whole new set of concerns for IT staff. IT managers can assume
that employees are using cloud storage solutions even without
official approval, exchanging and sharing various types of data,
including: private files, public corporate data, and even sensitive
corporate data.

Utilize consumer cloud storage
solutions as secure and low cost
organizational storage

What’s the consequence - That sensitive data may be exposed,
or might remain on the cloud forever without any control or
monitoring. Hackers are aware of this and know that the cloud
can contain important data. That’s when they get to work and
the cloud becomes a high priority target for them to breach.
They will do whatever it takes to access this information.

Prevent leakage of sensitive data
into cloud storage solutions

Safe-T Software Defined Access
Office 365 Security Jacket
Integration with leading cloud storage solutions
Automated Security Policy Enforcement on all cloud
exchanged traffic

Secure, govern, and monitor all
data exchanged with the cloud

Scan any downloaded and
incoming data for viruses
Integrate common and proprietary
business applications with cloud
storage solutions
Ensure compliance with a variety
of regulations, including: HIPAA,
PCI-DSS, FISMA, GLBA

Files can be encrypted and require a password to access
Full auditing and tracking of all cloud file transfer activities
Simple and an easy user interface
Safe-T Connectors offer a variety of operations which can be
enforced on data exchanged with cloud solutions, including
securely uploading and downloading, viewing, copying,
auditing, encrypting, deleting, moving, etc.
Keeping Data in the Right Hands
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Figure 1 - Safe-T Secure Cloud Storage Access

Licensing
Perpetual
Products

SDE-PP-OB - Secure Data Exchange Server - Perpetual Price
SDE-PP-CLS - Cloud Storage Module
SDE-PP-FE - Secure Front-End for Safe-T Data Exchange Server - Perpetual Price
Users Licenses

InU-PP-xxx - Safe-T Internal user (Perpetual Price). XXX users
Maintenance and Support

ST-MA - Safe-T Maintenance
ST-SL2 - Safe-T Support Level 2
Annual
Products

SDE-AN-OB - Secure Data Exchange Server - Annual Price
SDE-AN-CLS - Cloud Storage Module
SDE-AN-FE - Secure Front-End for Safe-T Data Exchange Server - Annual Price
Users Licenses

InU-AN-xxx - Safe-T Internal user (Annual Price). XXX users
Maintenance and Support

ST-SL2 - Safe-T Support Level 2

Keeping Data in the Right Hands

